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1 Additions to notes 

Fit-showing non-jumps 
Only by a PH after 3rd/4th preempts 

Asking for aces 
When all these bids are below 4♦ (so when shape is resolved at 3♦ or lower), asker has the 
following options: 

 Step = asks for SP 

 Step+1 = asks for Kontrols 

 Step+2 = asks for aces 

 Other 3-level bid = NAT, asking for choice between 3N and suit game (teller can cue if 
selecting the suit game) 

 4♣ = SPL 

 4♦ = suit quality slam try 

2N Scramble by 1N opener in passout seat when X = PEN  
This applies in auctions like 

1N 2♣ X XX  where 2♣ shows any single-suiter 
P 2♠ P P 

Lead-avoiding doubles at 3+ level  
We play these after we preempt or make a constructive opening (and then fail to take an 
opportunity to compete if that were possible).  They just deny values in the bid/shown suit 
(“don’t lead my suit if you are looking for honours”) rather than promising a good holding in a 
side suit (“find my suit”). 

Passed-hand bidding 
P P 1M P 
2M P Step 1  = short-suit game try 

2N (over 2H) = Spades, as O has not denied both M in third seat 
  3H (over 2S) = NAT 

 

P P 1♦ 1♥ 
1♠     = 4+S 
X     = values, no suitable call 

NAT after O shows a GF when R is very weak 
After 1♣-1♦-1♥-1♠-2♣-? 

 2♦ = BAL or two-suiter with 4M or three-suiter 

 2M = 5+ 

 2N = C+D, usually 55 

 3m = 6+, <4M 

14/1/2014 – Drury in response to a 3rd/4th seat 1M opener.  Also, a 2NT response in these 
situations shows clubs. 
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4/2/2014 – Tweaked game tries after raise of an opening major suit. 

26/4/2014–After a raise to 2M, 3M is now competitive if the opponents have done anything but 
pass throughout the entire auction. 
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2 Opening Bids 

1st and 2nd seats 

1♣ 16+ any or any 11SP hand (AAAK) 

1♦ 4+S, <4H, 10-15, could be canapé 

1♥ 4+H, <4S, 11-15, could be canapé 

1♠ both M, 11-15  
1N 12-15 BAL-ish, <4M 

2m NAT (6+, or 5-4 minors) 10-15, <4M (open 2♣ with 55/65) 
2M weak 2s, 5-carders possible NV in 1st 
2N 5-5 minors, 6-10 

3♣+ natural, could be six NV 
3N good 4M opening, promises good suit and 1-2 aces 

Close decisions 
Use Rule of Good 19 for limit openings (Rule of Good 18 for 1♦ opening) 

3rd seat 
P 1♣ still 16+, give positive with all 8-counts 
 1♦ (3)4+ diamonds, could be x-y-4-5 
 1M natural, canapé possible, BAL 11-12 possible with good suit 
 1N 13-15 BAL 
 2m usually 6, could have bad 4M 
 2M weak 2s, 5-carders possible NV  
 2N 5-5 minors, 6-10 

 3N to play, typically solid minor 

Opener has discretion about whether to open 1♣ with AAAK, but can generally not show 11 
controls after opening anything but 1♣. 

4th seat 
As in 3rd but 2M now shows a minimum opening bid with a 6-card suit; and 2N shows a 
minimum opening with two good minor suits, or a desire to pre-empt the opponents more than 
1♦ would.   
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3 Nomenclature 

4432 any hand with this shape 
4-4-3-2 four spades, four hearts, three diamonds and two clubs 
A advancer (partner of the overcaller or doubler) 
Asker relayer 
BAL balanced (4333, 4432, 5332) 
DCB denial cue bidding 
DJS double jump shift 
F forcing 
Fbid forcing to that bid (so we must bid to that level or double the opponents) 
F2NPR forcing to 2NT, preference or repeat 
Flat 4333, 4432 
FSJ fit-showing jump 
GI game invitation 
HS high shortage 
JS jump shift 
LS low shortage 
M major 
m minor 
MS middle shortage 
NAT natural 
NF non forcing 
NS new suit 
NV not vulnerable 
O opener 
OM other major 
Om other minor 
R responder / red suit 
semiBAL 5422. 6322, 7222 
semiSOL semi-solid suit (4/top5 but not AKQJ/AKQT) 
SI  slam invitation 
SOL solid suit (4/top4 or AKQT) 
SPL splinter (singleton or void) 
Teller partner responding to relays 
TFR transfer 
UNB unbalanced 
V vulnerable 
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4 Common Relay Structure 

Suits and shortages are shown from the top (S H D C).  

Two-suiters (e.g. spades-hearts) 
2♥ canapé (lower-ranking suit is longer) 
2♠ 55/65  
2N high shortage 
3♣ even  5-4-2-2   HS 
3♦ LS,  5-4-3-1  5-6-1-1 / 6-5-1-1 
3♥  6-4-2-1  LS,  5-5-2-1 
3♠  6-4-3-0   5-5-3-0 
3N  7-4-1-1   5-6-2-0 
4♣  7-4-2-0   6-5-2-0 
7411s can go via LS or HS.  (Minimums direct via LS) 

One-suiters (e.g. spades) 
2♠ HS 
2N MS 
3♣ 6-3-2-2 / 7-2-2-2  6-2-2-3 / 6-2-3-2 
3♦ LS, 6-3-3-1 
3♥  7-2-3-1  
3♠  7-3-2-1 
3N  7-3-3-0 
4♣  8-card suit (4♦ = relay [4♥ = singleton {now cues and RKC}, 4♠+ = void, zooming 

into RP], 4N = RKC) 
Note: In responding to 1♣, 5332s with a major are treated as one-suiters.  Bid 3♦ at some stage 
with 5M332, shunting the other shapes up one step and compressing7231 and 7321, when 
necessary.  (Note that 7321s are never resolved if compressed.) 

Three-suiters (e.g. majors) 
2♦ 2♥ R 
2♠  diamonds (high suit) 
2NT  4-4-1-4 
3♣  4-4-0-5 (canapé first) 
3♦  4-5-0-4 
3♥+  5-4-0-4 

Interference 
Doubles give us extra space and do not break relays.  But the chain is broken if: 

 the opponents make a bid that consumes more than three steps (so pushing us up two or 
more steps) if not up any steps already, or up any steps if we are already plus one (e.g. after 
opening 2m) or plus two (1♣-1♦-1♥); OR 

 the opponents bid twice. 

Compression 
When we lack space to resolve by 3N BAL hands or three-suiters where asker doesn’t know 
which three suits teller has then we compress.  This applies only when teller is showing a hand 
with both m and an unknown M AND we are up two steps, so after 1♣-1♦-1♥ and after they 
interfere over our 1♣ opening with a bid that takes up three steps, e.g. 
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1♣  P 2♥ 3♣ 
 P  P  ? 
When we compress we follow the bunch at the bottom principle, i.e. we show two shapes with 
3♥ and one each with 3♠ and 3N.  So 

1♣-1♦-1♥-2N-3♣-?  3♦ = S, 3♥ = 1-4-4-4 or 0-4-4-5 (3♠ asks and 3N = 1-4-4-4 etc), 3♠ = 0-4-
5-4 and 3N = 0-5-4-4 

EXCEPTION: When bunching at the bottom would mean we are unable to clarify relevant 
major-suit lengths below 3N we bunch the hands with the same major-suit length.  For example, 
after 1♣-1♦-1♥-2♠-2N-? 3♥ = 2-3-4-4, 3♠ = 3-2-4-4 and 3N = 3-3-4-3 or 3-3-3-4.  Note that we 
do not clarify which 4333 R has, instead 4♣ asks for SP.  If we proceed to DCB we assume R has 
3-3-4-4 shape. 

Freaks 
We can show some freaks: 

 4♣ when showing a one-suiter shows an 8+card suit (doesn't matter whether teller is 
limited or unlimited) 

 A limited two-suiter can make a NAT, descriptive bid if it is otherwise anti-systemic. 

– An unlimited hand can't do this because such bids are zooms with the shape shown 
by 3N (see below). 

Zooming 
When the last three-suited, semiBAL or BAL shape is shown below 3N we use all the steps up to 
and including 3N to show the shape.  If the shape is shown at 3♠ we split teller’s SP evenly 
between 3♠ and 3N.  (If there are an odd number of possibilities then we load more into the 
lower bid.)   

If more steps are available we bunch at the bottom (so the first step shows multiple SP while 
higher steps show only one specific number of SP.  If teller is unlimited then we use bids of 4♣+ 
to show 9+SP hands while lower bids show 5-8SP (splitting or bunching depending on the 
number of steps available.  If teller opened 1♦ through 2♦ he is limited to 10SP (because 11SP 
hands – AAAK – open 1♣) so we are NOT allowed to bid past 3N; instead we bid 3N with 10SP 
and lower bids with fewer SP, bunching at the bottom.   

When teller is unlimited we also zoom with other UNB shapes.  In these auctions bids of 4♦+ 
show the shape shown by the 3N bid with 9+SP.  So, for two-suiters 

3♠  6-4-3-0   5-5-3-0 
3N  7-4-1-1, 5-6SP  5-6-2-0, 5-8SP 
4♣  7-4-2-0   6-5-2-0 
4♦  7-4-1-1, 9SP  5-6-2-0, 9SP 
4♥  7-4-1-1, 10SP  5-6-2-0, 10SP 
etc 

For one-suiters 

3♣ 6-3-2-2 / 7-2-2-2  (3♠ = 7-2-2-2, 5-6SP; 3N = 7-2-2-2, 7-8SP; 4♣ = 7-2-2-2 9SP; etc) 
3N  7-3-3-0, 5-8SP 
4♣  8-card suit (4♦ = relay [4♥ = singleton, 4♠+ = void], 4N = RKC) 
4♦  7-3-3-0, 9SP 
4♥  7-3-3-0, 10SP 
etc 
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We never zoom from SP to DCB unless teller has bunched, when we zoom with max SP (e.g. if 
we bid 3N to show 7222 with 7-8SP and relayer asks then we bid 4♦ with 7SP and 4♥ with 8SP 
and 0/AK/AQ/AKQ in the longest suit etc).  This also applies when teller has bid 3N to show 
an UNB hand, e.g. a 7330 or 5620. 

Asker fails to relay for full shape 
Asker can sign off in game without relaying.  (This is more common when teller is limited than 
unlimited.)  Over such a signoff  

 a limited hand can only move with a freak, but 

 an unlimited hand should make a descriptive bid with extras (typically 14+, 10+SP).  Note 
that teller only shows his number of SP when his shape is fully known and asker has signed 
off. 

4.1 They break relay 

The relay is broken in the following situations: 

 We open something other than 1♣: Any overcall or double prevents responder from 
relaying.  It forces us to revert to NAT bidding (transfers from 2NTif they bid 2M over our 
1N opening).  

 We open 1♣: Any overcall of 1♥+ prevents responder from making a relay response.  We 
revert to NAT bidding if they overcall 2♦ or 3♦ + and use TFRs if they overcall 
1M/1NT/2♣/ 2M/2NT/3♣. 

 We open 1♣ and responder shows 0-7, 0-4 or 5-7: No more relays. 

 If we have shown GI+ values between the two hands – so 1♣-pos; 1♣-1♦-1♥-semipos; 
1R-1♠; 1♠-2♣; 1N-2♣; 2♣-2♦; and 2♦-2♥ – we are “in relay”. 

 If in relay, the opponents’ (re)doubles don't break the chain, no matter how many times 
they (re)double.  But relay is broken if they make 2 BIDS or one bid that consumes more 
than three steps. 

 After GI+ relay, action by 4th player creates a 3N-force unless R is able to show a GI raise 
or use Lebensohl to show a GI hand, e.g. 

1♥ P 1♠ 2♠ 
X P ?   3x = GF, 2N = GI (P/3R) or GF BAL with doubt (3N) 

1♥ P 1♠ 2♠ 
2N P ?   GF BALish with stopper.   

With min, pass and try to get out in 3x via Lebensohl if R doubles 

1♥ P 1♠ 2♠ 
3m     F3N/4m (if no stopper and both hands min) 

     (3m = 5+m, not suitable for a takeout double) 

1♥ P 1♠ 2♦ 
X 3♦    F3N/4m (if no stopper and both hands min) 

     (double = BAL) 

1♥ P 1♠ 2♦ 
3♣ P/3♦ 3♥   NF, GI hand (ONLY because O showed 5+H) 

     (3♣ = one-suiter, MS) 
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5 General principles 

If an agreement is not written in these notes, it’s not in the system.  Short-term 
exceptions may be made during a tournament only. 

 

 If a natural interpretation of bid is possible, that’s it. 

 If in doubt, bids that could be natural and NF are that.  That way we won’t make 
ambiguous bids when there is a forcing alternative. 

 The hand that is short in their suit strains to get us into the auction. 

 With a choice of reasonable actions tend to prefer the lower one. 

 Look for reasons to accept partner’s INV (invite “heavy” and accept “light”). 

 If we have one cue bid available below 3NT, then that cue bid asks for a stopper.  This is 
true both if the opponents have shown one suit and if they have shown two suits but only 
one cue bid is possible.  It is also true in uncontested auctions such as 1♥-1♠-2♣-3♦, 
where 3♠ now asks for a stopper (two suits available but can only show one stopper). 

 If we have two cue bids available below 3NT, then either cue shows a stopper in that suit.  
If partner has shown a stopper in their other suit then the cue shows a half stopper.  Also 
true in uncontested auctions, as discussed above: after 1♥-1♠-2♣-3♣, 3♦ and 3♠ would 
both show stoppers in that suit. 

 3N in competition is always a suggestion to play there. 

 If there are two ways to reach 3N then bidding 3N directly shows confidence (typically two 
stoppers) while the slow route (via a forcing 2N or a forcing pass) shows doubt (a single 
stopper). 

 If a simple bid in a new suit is natural and forcing then a jump below game in that suit is a 
splinter raise. 

 If R makes a penalty pass and later bids their suit (over a bid by any player) this is F, a 
“cue” bid. 

 If our TFR is doubled then accept = three-card support, NF, pass = fewer (XX by 
transferrer is a reTFR; direct NS is weak; XX then NS is strong), XX = to play, raise = 
competitive (so usually min with 4-card support), 2N = strong 3+card raise. 

5.1 Picture jumps and fast arrival 

In general we play picture jumps, so a jump when a simple bid would be forcing shows a mild 
slam try with extra values in the bid suits. 

In low-level competitive auctions (so below 3N) we play fast arrival in competition, so a 
minimum bid in the agreed strain is the weakest action and others, including pass, show better 
than min.   

5.2 Denied Majors 

Most of our limit openings deny length in at least one major.  A natural response in partner’s 
denied major is doubly alertable as “Natural, not forcing.  Occasionally a weak hand short in the 
bid suit.” 

5.3 We bid 2N as a raise of partner’s M 

2N promises a SPL in these auctions: 
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 1♦-2N (BAL GIs respond 1♠ to 1♦ and then rebid 2♠) 

 1♣-1M-2N (min BAL openers raise partner’s major or bid NT (over 1♥ response only) 

 1♣-1♦-1♠-2N  

In other auctions 2N can also include BALish hands, e.g. 

 1♥-2N 

5.3.1 Continuations 

When 2N promises a SPL: 
3♣    relay 
  3x     SPL, if GF then singleton (3M = C SPL, NF if the auction is not GF) 
  3N    singleton C, GF if 3M NF 
  4x     void  
NS     NAT 
jumps   SPL (usually void if bid by the hand that will declare) 

When 2N can be BALish bids and continuations are as above except that 3N and 4M in response 
to 3♣ show BAL raises (3N = stronger), a 4♣ response shows a singleton or a void and 3M-1 
over 2N (so 3♦ when H agreed and 3♥ when S agreed) – instead of a 3♣ relay – is ART INV 
asking for min/max. 

When 2N is used as a raise in competitive auctions (e.g. 1♥ (2♠) 2N) there are no relays: NS are 
NAT, jumps are SPL. 

5.4 Doubling Rules 

(See next section for rules for high-level competition when the auction is forcing) 

Double below game is normally takeout.  Exceptions and clarifications are listed below. 

If they bid and raise a suit or make a game pre-empt: 

 Double is takeout through the roof unless partner has preempted.   

 If partner has bid/shown just one suit, your hand’s shape is undefined and their fit is at 3♥ 
or higher, double suggests support and defensive values.   

If we bid and raise a suit: 

 Double is penalties (see exceptions below). 

If neither side has shown a fit: 

 Double is takeout through 4♥, transferable values beyond (but a double of a 4♠ opening is 
takeout).   

 After partner opens in a major, double then a new suit is GF, negative free bids at 2-level.   

If we have made a Balance of Power (re)double: 

 The partnership has one more takeout double available.  Further doubles are penalties. 

 Partner’s early removal (when pass would be forcing) shows a weak, shapely hand and 
breaks our forcing to level requirement. 

If we double 1N for penalty: 

 We treat this as a Balance of Power double.  The partnership gets to make a takeout double 
of one suit. 

If we make a takeout double: 

 Either partner can double that suit for takeout. 

 Doubles of other suits are penalties. 
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In relay auctions: 

 Double and redouble by relayer is always penalty. 

If they make an artificial bid that shows one suit: 

 Double is takeout of their shown suit UNLESS they opened a weak notrump (= penalty 
double of weak notrump).   

 Also applies when a specific one-suiter is one of their multi options. 

Vs Multi 2♦, gambling 3N and the like (one-suiter in one of two suits, not bid): 

 Double is takeout of the higher suit (spades). 

 Next step is takeout of the other suit (when 2N Lebensohl still applies).   

 All takeout hands act immediately; therefore a delayed double is a penalty suggestion.   

 In 4th seat, double of a pass-or-correct bid is takeout. 

Vs Multi where they bid the suit (e.g. opening 2♥ with weak two in H or S): 

 We assume they have the bid suit so double is takeout. 

Vs unknown two-suiter: 

 Double shows values and is treated as a Balance of Power double.  As with other balance 
of power doubles, we have one more takeout double available. 

Vs pass-or-correct bids: 

 Double is takeout. 

When RHO redoubles partner’s takeout double: 

 Pass is to play (for penalty). 

 EXCEPTION:  (Opening bid) – X – (XX) 

5.4.1 Exceptions 

They open a weak (or weaker) NT (i.e. fewer than 16 HCP): 

 (1NT)  P  (TFR/Stayman)  X  = penalty double of 1NT  

We bid and raise a suit: 

 O’s double of a major he has denied shows a desire to bid on, e.g. 1♦ (P) 2♠ (3♥), X  

 O’s double of their bid above three of our major shows a desire to bid on (typically five 
cards in our M, a singleton in their suit and a max in high cards), e.g.: 
1♦ (P) 2♠ (4♥), X 
1♦ (P) 3♠ (4♦), X 
1♦ (P) 4♠ (5♦), X 
1♥ (1♠) 2♠ (3♠), X 

5.5 High-level competition 

 If we are in a F auction our general principles are that: 

– Direct raises/rebids are shapely but minimum 
– P then removing double to raise/rebid is stronger, showing SI 
– If partner has shown one suit and you have not then: 

o X is a support double 
o P forces a double (the only way to penalise the opponents) 

– If the partnership has shown two+ suits then: 
o X is penalties (often just denying support / interest in bidding on) 
o P offers partner a choice.  If partner does not double then SI hands must take 

strong action as raise / rebid is just preference by weaker hand. 
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– A direct 4N is RKC (for the last shown suit if more than one bid) 
o Passing then removing partner’s X to 4N is takeout (5x is a SI) 
o Passing then bidding 4N over partner’s bid (instead of X) is RKC for the 

agreed/last bid suit 
– A direct 5N is GSF for the agreed or last shown suit 

o A delayed 5N is choice of slams 

 If they bid over our major-suit game and a possible canapé hand bids 5m this is NAT, an 
offer to play, e.g. 

1♣  1♦ 1♠  2♠   (1♦ = S+another) 
4♥ 4♠  ?  
A direct 5m is NAT, showing 4-6, aiming to find the best fit.  With a slam try P then cue 
bid. 
1♥ 1♠  raise  4♠ 
 ?  
5m = canapé 
4N = takeout, showing H>=m (not RKC as auction NF) 

 Double by a limited O when they compete above our game shows a desire to bid on but 
allows R to pass, e.g. 
1♥ 1♠  raise 4♠ 
X  
Double by R in such auctions is penalties. 

When the opponents compete at the four level in our NF auction 4N is: 

1. natural if one of us has shown a long suit and either of us has bid 3N and the opponents bid 
over 3N 

2. RKC if we have agreed a suit (unless bid by a limited opener when it is t/o, showing M>+m 
when 5m would be canapé)OR if one hand has shown 6+cards in a suit and we haven’t bid 
3N to play OR if bid over their 4m  

3. takeout over the opponents’ 4M (promising hearts when bid over their 4) if we have not 
bid or have bid but not agreed a suit & 2 does not apply  

5.6 We double their 2M 

After partner doubles their NAT 2M and they have not bid another suit, 2N is: 

 NAT if the auction is GF (and less definitive about notrumps than a jump to 3N); 
otherwise it is  

 Lebensohl when (a) game is still possible; (b) the hand responding to the double has a wide 
range (at least 7 HCP); and (c) the hand has not previously passed when it could have acted 
KNOWING that doubler had some strength; otherwise it is 

 Scrambling.  (Note that 2N then 3♥ is INV if bid over doubler’s 3♣ but just shows H+C if 
bid over 3♦.) 

When 2N is Lebensohl, 3N directly shows confidence, 2N then 3N shows doubt. 
1♦ P  1♥ 2♥ 
 P   P X   P 
2N     Scramble: 2N by a limited O is never Lebensohl 

1♣  P  1♥ 2♥ 
 X   P  2N    NAT: auction is GF 

1♣  P  1♦ 2M 
 X   P  2N   Lebensohl: responder has a wide enough range 
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1♥ 2♠  X  P  
2N     Scramble: 2N by a limited O is never Lebensohl 

1♣  2♠  P  P 
 X   P   2N    Scramble as responder would have bid with many 6-7HCP hands 

1♠  X  2♠  P  
P X   P  2N   Scramble: responder is limited 

 P  P 1N  2M  
X  P  2N    Scramble: opener is limited 

1♠  P  2♠  P  
P X   P  2N  Scramble: balancing auction so game not on 

1♣  P  1♦ 1♠  
2♥ P   P 2♠  
 X   P  2N   Scramble: 1♦ was sufficiently wide range but O made a NF bid
     and R passed 2♥, both limiting their hands)  

1♠  2♥ 2♠  P  
P X   P  2N  Scramble 

1♦ P  1♠  2♥ 
 X   P  2N    NAT: auction is GF (unless R shows a limit raise) 

1♦ P  1♠  2♥ 
 P   P X   P  
2N      NAT: auction is GF  
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6 1♣ Opening 

16+ any.  In general, a 15-count with a good 6-card suit is worth 1♣.  Many good 5-loser hands 
qualify, though 14-counts with a good 6-card suit should describe. 

6.1 First Response 

1♦ 0-7 any, or a flat 8-count with 4 SPs 
1♥ 4+S, not flat, 8+  
1♠ 4+H, <4S, not flat 
1N 4+D (6+ one-suiter or 5+4+ minors) 
2♣ flat with 4M 
2♦ BAL, <4M, or 2-2-(54) 
2♥ three-suiter, short in a major 
2♠+ 6+C, one-suiter 

6.2 Over 1♦ (0-7) 

1♥ 19+ any 
1♠ 4+, 16-19, could be any canapé (but not 6H [2♥] or 4-5-x-y max [2♣]) 

Continuations as after a 1♦ opening but O hasn’t denied 4+H.  O’s NS jumps are SPL as 
he rebids 2♠ or 3♥ with max 55/65s  

1N 16-18 BALish, could have 5H, 2-2-(54), (322)-6; could be offshape (31)(54), 1-4-4-4 
 2♣ = Stayman (2♥ rebid = both majors weak, 2♠ rebid = 5S INV, 3m = GI, 3M = GF), 

2R = TFRs, 2♠ = range probe, 2N = minors (5-4) 
2♣ Aspro, hearts & another but not 5 spades 
2♦ 6+D, could be 5 if (31)-5-4 
2♥ 6+H, 16-18 
2♠ 5S and 5m, max 

2N = ask, shows values; 3m = weaker, pass or correct (i.e. same as after Michaels)  
2NT 5-5 minors (occasionally 4-5) 
3♣ 6+C 
3R 5H and 5+D/S, max 
3♠/4m GF, sets suit.  Asks for cues (step denies an A; now O bids suit to ask for second-
  round control) 

6.2.1 The 1♥ relay 

1♣ 1♦ 
1♥ R 1♠ 0-4 any 
 1N+ 5-7 shape-showing (2 steps up) 
 
1♣ 1♦ 
1♥ R 1♠  
? 1N 19-21, could be off-shape. 
 2♣ near GF (2D = BAL or two-suiter with 4M or three-suiter; 2M = 5+; 2N = C+D; 

  3m = 6+, <4M) 
 2♦/2M 5+suit, NF 
 2N 22-23, Puppet Stayman 
 3♣ usually 6+suit, NF (3♦= Stayman) 
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 3R/3♠ GF, sets suit.  Asks for cues (step denies an A; now O bids suit to ask for 
   second-round control) 

6.3 Relay Structure 

Show second suit in relay; zoom with one-suiter 

1♣ 1♥ 
1♠ R 1NT 4+H, unbalanced 
 2♣ 4+D 
 2♦ 5+S and 4+C 
 2♥ 4S and 5+C 
 2♠+ S one-suiter (5+) 

6.4 Flat hands with a major: (5M332s are one-suiters) 

1♣ 2♣ 
2♦R 2♥ S and a minor  
 2♠ H and a minor 
 2NT 4-4-2-3   diamonds 
 3♣ 4-4-3-2   4-2-3-4 
 3♦ 4-3-3-3   4-3-2-4, zoom 
 3♥+ 3-4-3-3, zoom  

(“spades, hearts, both-high, both-low, square spades, square hearts") 

BAL with no Major (2♦) goes like 1N opening, but R denies (31)(54). 

6.5 Chain breaks 

Over a positive response to 1♣ or to the 1♥ second relay, O should break into a NS with a 
minimum.  This is F2NPR.  Over a positive response to 1♣ this shows a SPL in the suit R has 
shown.  

 1♣-1M-2N = SPL raise (note that O cannot make NAT bid in NT after 1♠ response) 

 BUT 1♣-1N-2N NAT (and ditto for 1♣-2m-2N and 1♣-2♥-2N) because R has BAL or m 
length. 

 O‘s JS below 3 of responder’s major shows a partial fit (so 3-6) and a minimum but is F1. 

 If Opener cannot jump to 2NT to show a splinter, then jump-shifts are splinters in support 
of responder’s suit. 

6.6 After 1♣-2m 

O should often break rather than relaying, which suggests interest in another game (need to know 
shape) or slam.  UNB hands should describe rather than relay unless (a) strong (20/21+); (b) 
including a SOL suit or some other feature that cannot be shown; or (c) able to control the 
auction (including ascertaining slam relevant information below the safety level). 

O can make NAT breaks at the two level or show his SPL at the three level.  After a 2♣ 
response: 

2♥ NAT, could be 4-card suit (if so, min BAL) 
2♠ = 4-3-x-y (so 4432 or 4333); 2N = 4-2-(43), NF; 3m = 4-2-(43), too strong for 
3N or stopper-less suit; 3♥ = NF; 3♠/4m = cue, 4H, SI (13+); 3N = 4-2-(43), all 
suits stopped, 9-12 

2♠ NAT, could be 4-card suit (if so, typically min BAL) 
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  As above but 3m ambiguous about S length.   
2N NAT, NF (3m = NAT, SI with 15+) 
3x SPL 
3N to play, often 17-19 BAL, <4M (4m = NAT, SI with 14+) 
Note: If the opponents show a suit, only jumps are SPL (i.e. we can make NAT F bids in all 
other suits and cue their suit to ask for a stopper). 

After a SPL the partnership bids suits up the line (but R can bypass 3♦ if he only wants to offer a 
choice between a major and 3N; and over 3♠ should show 4H unless SI).  O should not go past 
3N if he has a hand that is willing to play there if R has a stopper.  This allows R to show a M but 
still play 3N if no fit is found.  A cue of the SPL suit by either partner shows SI.  O’s SPL then 
unilateral 4M shows a SI with a 6-card suit: with less strength, start with 2M or bid 4M directly. 

Bidding is similar after a 2♦ response, with adjustments because R has denied 4M.  In response 
to a SPL break, R bids suits up the line so, after 1♣-2♦-3♠, 4♣ shows 5C or 3-2-4-4, 4♦ promises 
5D and 4♥ shows 3H (4333 or 2-3-4-4) 

Natural bidding by an unlimited responder after O relays and then breaks (NAT GF) 
Any break by O after an initial relay is GF but shows a hand where relaying is unlikely to be 
helpful.  Typically, such hands are: 

 Min with a long minor or a minor fit, needing to find out about the location of values to 
know whether we have the stoppers for 3N or the values fit well for 5m/6m 

 Hands wanting to offer a choice between 3N and 4M.  If preferring 4M R should cue with 
a good hand, in case O is . . . 

 Min with a fit in R’s M, needing much better than min (typically 8+SP) for slam.  Note 
that, especially with H, relaying hoping for such hands is dangerous as weaker hands will 
bid 4♦, preventing O from signing off in 4♥. 

 Hands particularly wanting to declare (typically in H after a 1♠ response and a 2♣ rebid) 

 Minimum hands wanting to SPL to show support and shape (jumps or bids of 4m are SPL) 

6.7 Interference 

They X 
Pass 0-4 any (no more relays) 
XX 5-7 any (no more relays) 
1♦+ 8+, shape-showing as usual (down 1 step) 

They overcall 1♦ 
P 0-4 
X 5-7 any (no more relays) 
1♥+ 8+, shape-showing as usual 

They overcall 1M–2♠ 
We no longer relay. 

 Pass = nothing to say or penalty pass 

 X  
(if their bid NAT or showing a suit) = takeout, at least semi-positive 
(if their bid ART, not showing a suit) = as though they opened with the same bid (so often 
values but takeout of the higher-ranking suit if 2♦ multi or similar) 

 New suit at same level  
= NAT, NF at two level, F at one level  
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= transfer over NT interference, with C = both majors when NT shows both minors 
= transfer over 2♣ interference 

 New suit at next level 
= transfers starting from 2♣ or 2N. 

 Transfer into / bid of their known 4 card M = natural AT ONE OR TWO LEVEL, 
stopper ask at three level 

 Transfer into / bid of their known m or 5+ card M = stopper ask, so BALish, no stopper 
(5+ at two level; GF at 3-level) 
O rebids: 
-- 2N is NAT, stopper, NF (so 16-17) 
-- 3N is NAT, stopper, extras (so 18-21) 
-- NS is NAT, GF 
-- with weaker hands wanting to play in a suit O accepts the TFR.  This forces R to bid the 
next step with a less than GF hand.  Now O passes or bids a suit to play.  With a GF hand 
R bids the second step or shows a five-card minor. 
 
When we make the BALish, no stopper TFR at the three level we play the acceptance as 
showing a BAL hand without a stopper, looking for a fit, something like KJxx xxx AQxx 
AQ.  R treats this as Baron, bidding suits up the line (including showing a three-card S 
fragment). 

 JS at three level = NAT, GF, good suit 

 Notrump bids are NAT, except over their two-level interference 
1N = 5-bad 8, NF 
2N = good 8+ (if a jump, but prefer X or bid with flexible hand) 
3N = 14-16 if 2N is F 
4N = 14-16 over their 2M/3x 

 4m = leaping Michaels (H+m if they haven’t shown a M), either a minimum game forcing 
hand or a serious slam try. 

If R makes a semipos+ TFR then O accepts the TFR with min hands.  Bids (including 2N) are F 
and show extras (strength and/or shape).  A jump raise is GF and JS are SPL. 

If R doubles at the one- or two-level this is classic takeout, semipos or better, or a flexible GF+ 
(where X is a better start than TFR and NS/cue).  N.B. with a flexible GF with 5M, prefer to 
TFR rather than start with X. 

 O's non-jump responses, including in NT (when NT is not a transfer to clubs), show a min 
and are NF. Any bid by R, including a raise, is GF: a NS shows a 5-card suit. 

 O's J response is GF and shows 5+(4 good) cards.  (This is NOT a fast arrival situation 
because R may have a GF flexible hand lacking support.)  A NS by R shows 4+cards (in a 
major)/5 cards (in a minor) and a hand that was strong enough to GF.  A cue initially asks 
for a stopper if below 3N.  

 O's jump NT response is NAT and GF.  

 With other GF hands O cues and we bid 4+card suits up the line (except that R shows 5M 
before a lower-ranked 4-card suit).  

 O's jump to game shows a min hand with a 6+card suit and a shapely hand.  

 (If available) O's below game double jump (say  
1♣  1♥ X  P 
3♠/4m)  
sets the suit and is slammish: R cues with any GF hand.  
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 If advancer bids/raises, O's free bid shows extras and is GF if at the three+ level; X is 
responsive and shows extra values or shape, but is not necessarily GF if at the two level.  

 If advancer redoubles, O's bid suggests a strong preference (so usually5+card suit); a P 
shows no preference.  O's jumps are still GF. 

They overcall 1N/2N 
(shows C+D) 
♣ H+S 
♦ TFR, 5+H 
♥ TFR, 5+S 

(shows something else) 
suit TFR 

They overcall 3♣ 
3♦ TFR, 5+H 
3♥ TFR, 5+S 
3♠ TFR, 5+D 

They overcall 3♦–4♠ 
Double is takeout, suit bids are NAT, 4N is 14-16 if a jump, otherwise takeout, cue is Michaels 

They overcall at the five level 
The auction is F, so pass/double inversion applies (so X is takeout, showing values while P is 
consistent with a weak hand; direct bids are shapely one-suiters while delayed bids show shapely 
two-suiters). 

Their overcall is a multi 
Over Suction/TWERB and other multi-style overcalls we use our usual methods, with X 
showing values (as they have not promised any suit).  If R TFRs then later bids of a second suit 
show values/stoppers rather than promising length. This applies whether O has accepted the 
TFR or bid a suit. 

1♣ 1♠ 2♣ P 
2♦/2♠  P ? 
where 1♠ shows C or the reds, 2♣ is a TFR to D which O accepts (2♦) or shows his own suit 
(2♠).  A new suit now by R (3♣ or 3♥) shows values and does not promise 4+cards, even though 
this may make it hard for us to find a 4-4 H fit. 

Further bidding after R shows a negative 
When they intervene and R shows 0-7, 0-4 or 5-7 there are no relays.  We revert to NAT bidding, 
with some adjustments when R is known to be 5-7.  If their call is ART then O uses the same 
methods that we would after such an opening (e.g. if 2♦ shows 6H or 6S then X is takeout of S 
and 2♥ is takeout of H). 

X  takeout (unless their bid ART and not showing a suit).  Later NS is GF 

NS NAT, (4)5+, bidding longest suit 
1N (if R = 0-4) 19-21 BALish 
 (if R = 0-7 or 5-7) 16-19 BALish if forced to bid, (17) 18-20 if free bid 
cue strong, asking for stopper, does not promise rebid (R jumps or cues to force) 
JS NAT, GF 
2N NAT, BALish, GF if a jump and R is 5-7, otherwise INV 
3N to play 
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Fourth Hand Intervenes after Responder shows a Positive 
We now treat the auction as GF.  If the intervention is within three steps then relays can continue 
(P is relay; X and XX by opener is to play).  Opener also has the option of natural bidding.  As 
usual, jumps below three of R’s M are partial-fit jumps (so 3-6), jumps above 3M are SPL raises. 

1♣ P 1♠ 2♣ 
P    relay 
X    penalties 
2♦    (5)6+D, F, often looking for a stopper for 3N 
2♥    3-4H, usually min, BAL 
2♠    5+S, F, suggests misfit 
2N    source of tricks, stopper(s), 2H 
3♣    asking for a stopper, usually source of tricks, <3H 
3♦    partial-fit jump, 6D, 3H, min 
3♥    4+H, better than min not suitable for SPL 
3♠    SPL, 4+H, 16-18 
3N    source of tricks, stopper(s), 0-1H 
4m    SPL, 4+H, 16-18 

If the intervention breaks the relays (i.e. 4+steps) BUT IS BELOW 3N then 

X Support X of R’s M 
P GF, could be penalty (pass).  If O removes X this shows a flexible hand (would have made 

a takeout X or BALish without a stopper). 
other Natural 

For example 

1♣ P 1♠ 2♠ 
P    F, could be penalty pass so R doubles with a hand that would pass 
X    3H 
2N    BALish, stopper, usually 2H 
3m    NAT, usually <3H 
3♥    4+H, better than min not suitable for SPL 
3♠    Stopper ask, source of tricks 
3N    source of tricks, stopper(s), 0-1H 
4m    SPL, 4+H, 16-18  
4♥    4+H, min, no slam interest unless R has 14+ or equivalent 

If they bid twice to break relay, for example 

1♣ P 1♠ 2♦ 
P 3♦ ?  (where O’s P was a relay) 

R follows our general principles for F competitive auctions:  

 P = uncertainty (removing O’s X shows a flexible hand); later 3N shows doubt 

 X = takeout 

 bid = extra shape 

 3N = confident (usually 2+stoppers) 

After a M is agreed, bids below 3M are natural, shape-showing.  Above 3M bids are control 
showing or, if a jump, SPL.  Jumps above 4M are control asking. 

After a m is agreed, bids below 3N are shape/stopper-showing.  Above 3N bids are control 
showing or, if a jump, SPL.  If we show shape/stoppers looking for 3N and a stopper is missing 
then 4m is NF.  If 3N is removed to 4m that is a SI. 
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Pass/Double Inversion 
If the opponents intervene at a high level (above 3N) when R has shown a semipos or more and 
O has not made a shape-showing call, we invert the meaning of pass and double:  

 X shows a (usually min) hand with support but doubt about whether to bid or defend 
(often BAL);  

 Direct bids show extra length in that suit  

 Pass forces partner to double (if he would have passed a penalty double); now bids AT 
THE FOUR LEVEL show tolerance for other strains while bids at the five level are slam 
tries. 

 A direct 4N is RKC (for the last shown suit if more than one bid) 
– Passing then removing partner’s X to 4N is takeout 
– Passing then bidding 4N over partner’s bid (instead of X) is RKC for the agreed/last 

bid suit 

For example, after 
1♣ 2♥ 3♣ 4♥ 
? 
1♣ 3♥ 4♦ 4♥ 
? 
or 
1♣ P 1N 4♥ 
? 
4♠ shows long (6 good or 7+) S.  With a flexible hand (say 5134 or AT9863 2 AK6 A75 [2005 
BB]), opener passes and then removes responder’s double to 4♠. 

Opener rebids 1N or 2N (natural) 
If opener rebids 1N and responder has not shown a suit (e.g. by making a negative or second 
negative response) then we continue as over our 1N opening in 3rd/4th (Stayman, TFRs, 2♠ 
range probe, 2N minors, 3m to play).  If they have shown a suit a TFR to their suit shows a SPL.   

If opener rebids 2N and responder has not shown a suit then we use our 2N structure (as after a 
jump to 2N following a second negative (i.e. Puppet Stayman [3♦ shows at least one 4M, now 4♣ 
= H+S slam interest while 4♦ = H+S without slam interest], TFRs, 3♠ both m, 4m natural), with 
a TFR to their suit a SPL 

Delayed interference 
If responder gives a negative, opener rebids 1♠, 1N, 2m or 2♥ and the opponents then double or 
overcall we follow the same principles as after the equivalent non-1♣ opening, e.g. transfers from 
2NT if they bid over O’s 1N rebid.  

2NT may not be natural 
If we are not yet in a game-forcing situation, but the opponents have bid 2♦ or 2M, then 2NT 
(by either hand) is a transfer to 3♣.  See section Error! Reference source not found.17.2 for 
details. 

After RHO competes over R’s transfer/bid showing 5+cards  
In auctions where R’s length in his shown suit is ambiguous (4+cards) we need a support X if 
O’s RHO bids.  That’s not the case when R shows 5+cards in his long suit.  If RHO’s 
intervention is below 3N then the auction is NF and O’s X is takeout.  Rubensohl applies if 
RHO’s bid is 2♦ or 2M (see 17.2).  (X = t/o and Rubensohl also apply if R makes a NAT NF 
2M bid over LHO’s 2♦ overcall.)  If RHO bids above 3N then pass/double inversion applies. 

So, O’s X = t/o after 
1♣ 1♥ 2♣ 2/3♥ or 
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1♣ 2♦ 2M 3♦ 
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7 1♦ Opening 

4+S, <4H, (9)10-15 HCP, could be canapé with a minor.  Pass BAL 10-counts and poor 11s.  
Rule of Good 18 for shapely hands. 

7.1 Spade raises 

2♠ 6-10, 3 or 4 trumps (if 3, then 8-10) 
  2N  5+S, start of a short suit trial 
  3m  canapé GI (not forcing) 
  3♥  semi-balanced game try, 5+ spades 
  3♠  invite, specifically asking for good trumps 
  4m/4♥ SI, void 
3♠ shapely 5-9 (5 trumps or chunky 4) 
2N SPL, either GI or SI (5+support if SI) 
  3♠ dead min, 3♣ asks, 3♦/♥ mild 
3m fit-suggesting 10-12 (3-6 shape, NF) 
3N SPL, GF 
  4♣ asks 
4m fit-showing: 5+m, (4)5-card support (no slam interest – KJxxx x xx AQTxx is max) 

Note that over 1♦- 2♠, there is no available game try for a maximum balanced hand.  These 
hands will generally pass. 

If the opponents have made any call but pass in the auction, 3♠ is competitive rather than 
invitational.  Other bids retain their stated meanings. 

7.2 Other responses 

1♥ range probe (10-13 any, sometimes less) 
1♠ relay, GF or 4(5)S GI 
1N 6-10, 3+cards in C+D+H, usually 1-2 spades (but can be 4333) 
2m/♥ good suits, 6-10, sometimes less 

15-counts are dangerous for a 10-15 opening.  Consider bidding over a non-forcing response 
with these, particularly if V. 

Over 1N: 

 2m tends to be canapé (but bid 3m with a max with a good 6+m) 

 2♥, the denied major, shows a max with 5-5 or 6+S 

Over a NS: 

 raise with 3+card support (direct raise is weak, denied M is strong, 2N is 14-15 BAL, might 
be as little as Hx in R's suit)  

 2♠, 3♠ or NS is NAT, 6+cards, usually misfit  

7.3 1♥ range probe 

The range probe shows any good 10-13; or a weaker hand unsuited to other actions (often 2-
suited); or weakish with some spades, not keen to pass 1♦.  

1♠ most minimums  
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  1N BALish, 2m two places to play (so correctable), 2♥+ still invite. 
1N BAL/semi-bal, 13-15 
  2♣ = puppet to 2♦ (2M/2N = GI, 3x = GF), other 2x to play. 
2m 4+S, 4+m, max (shape or suits not good enough for 2♥ or 3m) 
  2♠ = weak, NS = GI, 2N = GF, asks for features up the line 
2♥ 6+S or 5+S and 5+m (good suits), max  
  2N asks 
2♠ 6+S, min 
3m 4S, good 6m, max 

If 4th hand doubles 1♥, 1♠ = min 5S, P = min 4S. 

7.4 1♠ relay 

This is GF unless R makes the cheapest S rebid, which shows a limit raise with 4(5)-card support.  
So other non-jump breaks are NAT, typically needing to know about location of honours to 
choose the right game.  Jumps are SPLs: below 3N they deny S support; a jump to 4m always 
shows 4S and SI (as a 2N response instead of relaying shows five-card support if SI) unless O 
shows a 6+card suit, when the SPL only promises 3+S. 

7.4.1 Relay structure 

1N diamonds or three-suited, not balanced 
2♣ balanced (includes 5332s) 
2♦ clubs, not canapé 
2♥ clubs, canapé 
2♠+ one-suiter (6+ cards) 

7.4.2 Balanced hands 

2♣ 2♦ 
2♥  5S (H/M/L shortage) (2N is GF and offering a choice between 3N and 4♠) 
2♠  4D (H/L shortage) 
2N  4-2-3-4 
3♣  4-3-2-4 
3♦  4-3-3-3, 6-7SP 
3♥  4-3-3-3, 8SP 
3♠  4-3-3-3, 9SP 
3N  4-3-3-3, 10SP 

If they interfere over 1♠ or subsequently in the relay auction, the “Rule of Three” applies (i.e. 
relays continue if the overcall is within three steps). 

7.5 Interference 

No relays after they double or overcall. 

(if they X) 
P does not promise D length but R should bid 1♠ with 3S if short in D 
XX penalty interest, F2♠.  (O bids immediately with min shapely hands, which breaks the 

force.)  
1♥ 5+H, 7+ but could be weak escape from 1♦ 
1♠ 3+S, 0-7, escaping from 1♦ 
2N 4+S, GI+, doesn’t promise SPL 
other as without the X 
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(if they overcall) 
X takeout (double then a new suit is F2NPR) 
1♠ 3S, 7-10  
NS NF (negative free bid) at 2-level; F3N at 3 level 
Cue 4+S, GI+ 
2N  NAT, GI  
JS partial-fit below 3♠, full fit above 
Jcue SPL 
4m fit-showing 

(if they overcall 2N minors) 
P nothing to say.  Later X is takeout, usually singleton m, often 3-5-(41) 
3♣ 5+H, GI+ 
3♦ 4+S, GI+ 
3M competitive, NF 
4m SPL, SI 
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8 1♥ Opening 

4+H, <4S, (10)11-15HCP, could be canapé with a minor.  Pass some BAL 11s.  Rule of Good 19 
for shapely hands. 

8.1 Responses 

 1♠ is the only relay, so includes most GI and GF hands except for some H raises.  Relaying 
twice is GF. 

 2♠ is NAT, NF, 6+S, denies 3H unless 7S (or 6 semiSOL S) 

 1N is NAT and a little stronger than over 1♦.  It can contain 5S and so is alertable.  O’s 2m 
rebid is more likely to be canapé than after a 1N response to 1♦ (which promises 3+cards 
in all side suits). 

 2m is NAT, NF (but O should be more willing to rebid 2♦ over R’s 2♣ with a SPL serious 
misfit when R responds 2C to 1H as absence of weak relay means this is often a 5-card suit 

 3♠ shows a GF SPL in C or D; 3N a GF S SPL.  After 3♠, 3NT asks for shortness:  4♣= 
C singleton or void, 4D = D singleton, 4H = D void. 

Other responses similar to 1♦ opening, but 3♥ might be ordinary 4-card support and doesn’t 
promise as much shape.  

After a raise to 2♥, O’s continuations are a little different to those after a raise of 1♦ to 2♠: 

2♠  start of short suit trial – 2NT asks 
2N  semi-balance game try, 5+ hearts 
3m  canapé GI (not forcing) 
3♥  invite, specifically asking for good trumps 
3♠/4m SI, void 

As over 1♦- 2♠, there is no available game try for a maximum balanced hand.  These hands will 
generally pass. 

If the opponents have made any call but pass in the auction, 3♥ is competitive rather than 
invitational.  Other bids retain their stated meanings. 

8.2 GI and stronger raises 

Unlike over a 1♦ opening where R has two relays and responds in the known suit when making 
the strong relay, over 1♥ R must relay in the major O has denied.  To avoid responding 1♠ and 
allowing the opponents to compete without R having shown H support, we include a number of 
BAL hands in the 2N raise.  It is therefore different to 2N over 1♦ which promises a SPL.  SI 
SPLs promise 5-card support; with 4-card support start with 1♠. 

8.3 Continuations 

3♥ to play 
3♦ INV (says nothing about D).  Responder bids 3♥ or 4♥ or shows a SPL with a SI hand. 
3♣ A hand that wants to be in game opposite a BALish raise or a S SPL but may stay out of 

game opposite a D or C SPL.   
  3♦ D SPL (GI or SI), will pass 3♥ if GI 
  3♥ C SPL, GI, NF 
  3♠    S SPL, SI 
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  3N    BAL GF 
  4♣    C SPL, SI 
  4♦ D void, SI 
  4♥ GI, BAL or S SPL 

8.3.1 Unusual bids in the denied major (spades) 

 1♥-1N-2♠ = max 5-5, maybe a 6-4. 

 1♥-2m-2♠ = 3+ support max, not suitable for 2N (max, BAL, Hx or better) so direct bids 
beyond 3m (e.g. 3♥) deny support and 3m denies max 

 1♥-1N-2m-2♠ = max, 5S and 3+m 

8.3.2 After a 1♠ relay 

1♥-1♠-2♣-2♦-2♥-2N is GF and offering a choice between 3N and 4♥. 

8.4 Interference 

No relays after they double or overcall. 

(if they X) 
XX penalty interest, F2♥.  (O bids immediately with min shapely hands.)  
1♠ 5+S, F1 
other as without the X 

(if they overcall) 
X takeout (double then a new suit is F2NPR) 
NS NF (negative free bid) at 2-level; F3N at 3 level 
Cue 4+H, GI+ 
2N  NAT, GI except if no cue is available below 3♥ (so after a 2♠ overcall only, 2N is a cue 

raise) 
JS partial-fit below 3♥, full fit above 
Jcue SPL 
4m fit-showing 

(if they overcall 2N minors) 
P nothing to say.  Later X is takeout, usually singleton m, often 5-3-(41) 
3♣ 5+S, GI+ 
3♦ 4+H, GI+ 
3M competitive, NF 
4m SPL, SI 
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9 1♠ Opening 

9.1 Responses 

1N NF, usually <3M (although 1N is acceptable with 3=3=(43)), but opener tends to rebid 
with an UNB hand 

2♣ Relay, either GF or GI not suited to any other GI. 
As usual with both M except that 2♦ is balanced (2♠) or three-suited (2N+, so up 
one step) 

2♦ 3+H.  One of: 
A weak sign-off in 2♥ (P) 

GI with 4+H and 2+S (2) 
GI with 3H (2N = BAL, 3m = 6-card suit) 

GI with 4+H and 0-1S (3) 
SI with 4+H and SPL (3♠/3N [singleton D]/4♣/4♦ [void]m) 

2♥ 3+H, 7-11 points 
2♠ 3+S, 7-11 points 
2N Shows C.  Asks O to Puppet to 3♣.  One of:  

Long C, <GI strength (P) 
4+M, GI with C values that would be wasted opposite a SPL (3M) 
Good C suit, D stopper, GF – wanting O to remove with D SPL (3N) 
SI with 4+H/S and a C suit needing a fitting honour (4m) 
SI with 4+H/S, a good C suit and no D control (4M) 

3♣ Puppet to 3♦. One of:  
Long D, <GI strength (P) 
4+M, GI with D values (3M) 
Good D suit, C stopper, GF – wanting O to remove with C SPL (3N) 
SI with 4+H/S and a D suit needing a fitting honour (4m) 
SI with 4+H/S, a good D suit and no C control (4M) 

3♦ 4+S, either GI+ with H SPL or SI with SPL 
3♥ relay 

3♠ GI, 0-1H 
3N SI, 4+S, 1H 
4m SI, 4+S, SPL 
4♥ SI, 4+S, H void 

3M NF, usually 5-card support 
3N/4M To play. 
4♣ 5+H, defensive values 
4♦ 5+S, defensive values 
(Note:  R should raise hearts with 3=3=x=y and 7-10 as this allows O to bid 2♠ over 2♥ to show 
a better than min with longer spades – this GI requires fewer extras than other GIs.) 

9.2 Competition 

2N GI+ raise of H 
Cue/jumps raise of spades 
X takeout 
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10 1N Opening 

12-15 balanced, no major.  2-2-5+4 is possible, rarely (31)(54) with a stiff honour.  Hands with 
11SP (so AAAK) should open 1♣. 

10.1 Responses 

2♣ GF relay (13+) 
2R TFRs (NS = GI, JS (including 4♥) = SPL, 4M = SI without SPL).  O needs good max to 

 super-accept 
2♠ raise, could be based on a long minor (or maybe 4441 or (34)(51) with a minor shortage) 
  2N = min, 3x = max, poor holding in x 
2N minors, any strength, then 3M = fragment 
3m sign-offs 
3M shortage 
4m  TFR to M (4N = RKC, NS = void) 
4M  to play 

10.2 Relay structure 

1NT 2♣ R 
2♦  5 diamonds 
2♥  5 clubs 
2♠  2-3-4-4   2-3-5-3 
2NT  3-2-4-4   3-2-5-3 
3♣  3-3-4-3   3-3-5-2 
3♦  3-3-3-4, 7SP  (2-2-5-4) 
3♥  3-3-3-4, 8SP  (1-3-5-4) 
3♠  3-3-3-4, 9SP  (3-1-5-4) 
3N  3-3-3-4, 10SP 

“Diamonds, clubs, both high, both low, square diamonds, square clubs”  

10.3 Interference 

(if they double) 
P least bad contract 
XX penalties, F2N if they run 
2x NAT unless R redoubles for rescue 

(if they bid) 
System off 
X (if their bid NAT) takeout 
 (if their bid ART) values (next X takeout by either partner) 
2N+ Transfers (over any 2-level interference) 

(if they double our 2♠ response) 
Bid S stop, as without interference 
P no S stop (now 3m = to play, 2N = stop, XX = BALish, no stop [2N = scramble, 3m = 

5m]) 

(if they bid over our 2♠ response) 
Bid As without interference 
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11 2♣ Opening 

Club one-suiter, 6+ or 4-5 (5-5) minors, 10+ - 14(15).  Note that 2♣ is the systemic opening with 
55/65 in the minors (including 6D and 5C).  One consideration when deciding whether to 
open 1♣ or 2♣ is that O does not have a NAT 2♣ rebid available after opening 1♣ and a 
negative response. 

11.1 Responses 

2♦ strong relay, 12+ (second relay = GF; breaks = GI) 
2M constructive, good suits, 8-12  
2N 11-13, 0-2C; if doubleton then no honour, not 13 
3♣ (2)3+C, 9-12, could be 10-11 HCP with Hx in C 
3♦ 9-11, 0-2C, 6+D 
3M 5-3 fit showing, 10-12   

11.2 Relay structure 

2♣ 2♦ R 
2♥  diamonds (up 1 step, so 2NT = 5-5, 3♣ = HS, etc.) 
2♠  one-suiter, HS (square) 
 

11.3 Interference 

Responder’s double is takeout.  If they bid or double, 2N shows a bad raise or a GF raise with a 
stopper.  3-over-2 is GF but 2-over-2 is NF.  Jumps are fit-showing. 
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12 2♦ Opening 

Diamond one-suiter, 6+ or 5-4 minors (not 5-5), 10-14(15).   Note that 2♣ is the systemic 
opening with 55/65 in the minors (so 6D and 5C).  One consideration when deciding whether to 
open 1♣ or 2♦ is that O does have a NAT 2♦ rebid available after opening 1♣ and a negative 
response. 

12.1 Responses 

2♥ strong relay, 12+ (second relay = GF; breaks = GI; relays up one step) 
2♠ constructive, good suit, 8-12  
2N 11-13, 0-2D; if doubleton then no honour, not 13 
3♣ constructive, good suit, 9-12 
3♦ (2)3+D, 9-12, could be 10-11 HCP with Hx in D 
3♥ constructive, good suit, 9-12 
3♠ 5-3 fit showing, 10-12s  
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13 2M Openings 

Good suits V, 5-9 (10), 5-carders possible NV 1st/3rd (Can’t show 5-carder in relay) 

13.1 Responses 

NS NF   
2N relay, GI+ (Subsequent NS = NAT, GF unless relay [3♠ 5-card suit; direct 3♠ response 

with 6], 3M = invite over max, sign-off over min) 
3M NF 
3♠  6+S, GF 
4m fit-showing 

13.2 Relay structure 

3♣ min, then 3♦ is GFR as below, up 1 
3♦ max, semiBAL or HS, then non-raise asks (first step = semiBAL, second step = shortage) 
3♥ max, MS 
3♠ max, LS 
3NT max, AKQxxx 
4m 6-5s 

5-carders can show min, then bid 3NT over sign-off. 

After shape suggested, responder can ask for SPs/Ks (3/1).  Denial cuebidding assumes opener 
is 6331 or 6222 (if no shortage). 

13.3 Interference 

New suit forcing in competition, double = penalty. 

If they X or bid over R’s 2N relay we follow our usual rules (i.e. continue relaying if the 
interference is within three steps). 
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14 2N Opening 

5-5 minors, good suits, 6-10 pts.  Open 2♣ with stronger hands.  No relay; three of a major by 
responder is natural and forcing (could be a notrump probe), jump raises are invitational.  
Double is penalties. 
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15 Preempts 

Focus on suit quality for pre-empts and weak jumps.  Good 7-carder if vulnerable.  3m can be 6 
cards NV in 1st or 3rd seats.  3M could be 6 only if favourable in 1st or 3rd. 

4♣ over 3R/3♠ (and 4♦ over 3♣) is weak RKC (0-1KC, 1+Q, 2, 2+Q)  

3N opening shows a hand too good to open 4M, with a good suit and 1-2 aces.   

 4♣  slam interest but fewer than 3 aces, so 2 aces and at least one other useful card.  
  (4M = needs two useful cards; 4♦ = where is your card?)  

 4♦ 0-1 ace or 2 aces and nothing extra 

 4♥ 3 aces 

4N opening shows a preemptive hand with both minors. 
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16 Passed Hand Bidding 

Be aware of partner’s possible flat 10-11 counts.  Hands with 4M and a longer m can choose 
between openings.  Hands with longer D tend to open 1♦ unless the hand is min (open 1M or 
2♦).  Hands with longer C tend to open 1M unless min with a weak M and 6+C. 

16.1 3rd seat 

P 1♣ still 16+, give positive with all 8-counts 
 1♦ (3)4+ diamonds, could be x-y-4-5 (2♦ rebid shows good hand else open 2♦) 
 1M natural, canapé possible, BAL 11-12 possible with good suit 
 1N 13-15 BAL 
 2♣ usually 6, could have bad 4M 
 2♦ like 2♣ but denies a hand with game interest (open 1♦) 
 2M weak 2s, 5-carders possible NV  
 2N 5-5 minors, 6-10  

16.2 4th seat 

As in 3rd but 2M now shows a minimum opening bid with a good 6-card suit; and 2N shows a 
minimum opening with two good minor suits, or a desire to pre-empt the opponents more than 
1♦ would.   

16.3 Responses 

Many responses are the same (so NS 6-10, suggests 6 cards at 2 level) but no relays.  Jumps still 
show fit but could be 5-3.  Also, 1NT response to 1M is SNAP (strong notrump after passing), 
say good 8-11. 

A 2♣ response to 1♥/♠ is Drury, showing 3+ card support for opener and at least an invitational 
hand.  Opener’s most common responses are to sign off in 2 or 4 of the major or to enquire for 
4+ card support with 2♦.  The full set of responses is: 

 2♦ asks for 4+ card support.  Responder bids 2M with only 3 card support or bids 
naturally otherwise. 

 2♥ (after a 1♠ opener) shows 5♠/4♥ and accepts the game try. 

 2NT is an artificial slam try.  Continuations are natural. 

 3♣/♦ shows a 4 card major and 6 card minor, and is invitational.  Forcing hands with this 
shape will start with 2♦ before bidding 3m over a 2M response from partner. 

 3♥/3♠/4♣/4♦ all show slam interest with wild distribution (at least 5/5 or a seven card 
suit). 

If opener signs off by bidding 2M over 2♣, a new suit by responder is a further game try with a 
singleton or void in the bid suit (the rationale is that this is the most likely feature that suggests 
game may still be right after a signoff.  Responder must respect a further signoff by opener. 

A 2NT response to 1♥/♠ shows 6+ clubs. 

 

After 1M – 2M, opener’s next step is a short-suit game try.  Responder can bid the next step to 
enquire about which suit, after which opener bids the shortage (or 3M to show the one that can’t 
be bid).  Responder can also sign off in 3M or 4M. 
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P - 1♥; 2♥ - 2NT is a natural game try showing 4+ spades, and is forcing to 3♥.  Opener’s other 
game tries are natural and non-forcing, canapé in a minor. 

16.4 After Stayman 

If 2♣ is Stayman over partner’s 1N bid (e.g. after P-1N, 1♣-1♦-1N, (1x) 1N) then 

 2♥ over a 2♦ response = weak, both M 

 2♠ over a 2♦ response = GI, 5S and 4+H 

 3m = GF, 5+m 

 3M over a 2♦ response = GF, 54/64 (TFR with 55) 

16.5 Interference 

As by an unpassed hand 
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17 2NT in Competition 

2NT is frequently used to improve the precision of competitive auctions.  The cost of not having 
the natural invitational bid is offset by increasing the number of ways to distinguish specific 
hands.  2NT is used as an artificial bid for the following purposes, in roughly decreasing order of 
priority: 

 As a heart raise after interference over our 1♠ opening. 

 As a raise of partner’s suit if we do not have a cue bid available below 3 of partner’s suit. 

 As a transfer to clubs if we have opened 1♣ or 1N, we are not in a game-forcing auction, 
and the hand bidding 2NT has a wide range. 

 As a weak way to get to the three level when responding to a takeout double of 2M when 
we may be required to bid at the three level without values. 

 To show a two-suited hand (with the other major if the interference is 2♠).  This is after 
partner has made a takeout double of 2M and we have denied values for game or after 
(1M) P (2M). 

2NT is natural when: 

 It’s a jump in competition. 

 Partner has shown a suit and we have a cue bid available below 3 of partner’s suit. 

 Responder bids it in the auction 1♣ - (1NT) – 2NT. 

Artificial uses of 2NT after a 1♣ opening are described in section 5.6. 

17.1 2NT as a raise in competition 

After they overcall 2x, there are always 2 ways to raise partner to the 3-level.  If no cue bid is 
available below three of partner’s suit we use 2NT as a raise: 

1♥ (2♠) 2NT = a (good) raise 
2m (2M) 2NT = a bad raise (or GF raise with stopper) 

17.2 2NT as a transfer to 3♣ 

This applies when: 

 Our side opens 1♣ or 1N, and 

 RHO bids 2♦, 2♥, or 2♠, whatever the meaning, and 

 The auction is not yet game-forcing, and 

 Bidder has a “wide-range” (7+ points, so not 12-15 balanced, 0-4, 5-7, or similar options), 
and 

 Opener has not rebid 1♠, 2m or 2♥ after 1♣ - 1♦ (i.e. a minimum bid showing a suit). 
 
If these conditions are met, then bids from 2N are transfers to the next suit.  Transferring to 
their actual suit is a stopper ask.  Bidding 3♠ shows long clubs with less than half a stopper in 
their suit. 

We also use similar bids after we open 1♣ and next hand bids 1M, whatever the meaning.  Here 
1N is NAT and 2x are transfers. 

After a transfer to their suit, showing a BALish hand without a stopper, we need a way to stop 
low if R has the GI rather than GF hand.  After a two-level transfer: 
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 2N is NAT, stopper, NF (so 16-17) 

 3N is NAT, stopper, extras (so 18-21) 

 NS is NAT, GF 

 With weaker hands wanting to play in a suit O accepts the TFR.  This forces R to bid the 
next step with a less than GF hand.  Now O passes or bids a suit to play.  With a GF hand 
R bids the second step or shows a five-card minor. 

After a TFR to their suit at the three level accepting the TFR shows a BAL hand without a 
stopper, looking for a fit, something like KJxx xxx AQxx AQ.  R treats this as Baron, bidding 
suits up the line (including showing a three-card S fragment). 

 

NOTE:  After 1♣ – (2♣), we use transfers starting from 2♦. 

NOTE:  After 1♣ – (3♣), we use transfers starting from 3♦. 
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18 Relay Slam Bidding 

Signing off 
3N is sign-off, as are 6♣+. 

Resurrection 
An unlimited hand may resurrect with Base +4.  A limited hand cannot resurrect: bids are NAT, 
showing a freak.   

Asking for strength 
Slam points (A=3, K=2, Q=1, kingletons = 1, ignore stiff queens) 
Kontrols (A=2, K=1 including kingletons) 

To ask for Slam Points, bid the step (but not 3N) after the shape is out.   

Step +1 asks for Kontrols, unless it’s 3N, 4♦ or higher. 

 10-15 HCP 12-15 (1N) 8+ HCP 5-7 HCP or 
weak 2 opening 

SPs 6-10 7-10 5+ 3-5 
Ks 3-6 3-6 2+ 1-3 

Mnemonic: HCP * 0.6 and rounded down for SP, HCP * 0.3 and rounded down for Kontrols.  
Note that the SPs for 8+ HCP doesn’t follow this mnemonic. 

Denial Cue Bidding 
Step after SP are known asks for DCB.  Teller looks at the longest suit or the higher/highest of 
equal suits. 

 Bidding the step shows no honours in that suit, OR 2+ including the ace (AK or AQ). 

 With a singleton, switch to normal cueing (stop = A or K). 

 The furthest you can go is a raise of the ask. 

 The second pass locates 2nd honours (K-Q, K-J, Q-J but not A-J). 

 If 0 or 2, stop next time with 0 (unless you can tell partner knows).  With 2, skip 1 step.  
With 3, skip 2 steps. 

 21 is a key number (SPs plus 3-2-1 shape for both) 

DCB after asking for Kontrols is similar except that the first pass only looks at controls, not Qs 
(so stopping shows 0 or AK). 

4♦ suit quality slam try 
Often, asking for SP or kontrols will not enable asker to find out what he needs to know below 
the safety threshold.  The 4♦ suit quality slam try can often help.  4♦ asks teller to show whether 
he has good suits or not.  It can also be used to ask for extra values. 

We use 4♦ in this way in two families of auctions: 
1. after shape is resolved but before asker knows anything about teller's strength 
2. after asker has asked for strength 

Consider case 2 first.  When asker bids 4♦ teller assumes that asker is looking for slam in some 
suit where the partnership has an 8-card fit and that asker has 1/top4 in the suit (so Axx[xx] or 
Kxx[xx] or Qxx[xx] or Jxx[xx]).  Teller bids in DCB style, bypassing any strain in which he would 
accept R's SI (slam invitation). 
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What does teller need in short or long suits to accept the SI? 
When teller has a singleton or doubleton asker is looking for one of the top3 honours. 
When teller has a 6+card suit asker is looking for a suit that is playable for one loser more than 
50% of the time opposite small cards, assuming an 8-card fit.  Thus teller needs 
AKxxxx/AQJxxx/AQT9xx/AJT9xx/KQJxxx/KQT9xx 
AKxxxxx/AQJxxxx/KQJxxxx or better 

To summarise: 

Assume an 8 card fit 
1-2 cards 1 of the top 3 honours 

3-5 cards 1 loser opposite 1 of the top 3 honours 
6+ cards 1 loser opposite small cards 

 

Case 1: Sometimes teller’s shape is resolved at a level that does not allow asker to ask for 
strength and then bid 4♦ to locate a good suit.  This is almost always true after 1♣-1♦-1♥-
semipos and often true after 1♣-pos (or 1♦/1M/2m-relay).  It would be possible to play 4♦ in 
such cases as asking purely for suit quality but, more often, asker wants to know if teller has a 
better than min hand as well as a good suit.  Therefore, when asker bids 4♦ instead of asking for 
strength he is asking teller to show good suits but only with extra values.   With a min hand 
teller just bids 4♥, even if his H holding would otherwise be suitable to bypass that suit. 

Extra values usually means at least 2SP more than min but teller can move with a slightly weaker 
hand if it is control-rich.  For example, teller should bid 4♠ with – AQJTxxx Axx xxx as he has a 
semi-solid suit and an outside A. 

The lots of extra strength problem 
Rarely, after 1♣-pos, asker will bid 4♦ when teller has a hand with lots of extra strength (9+SP, 
enough to resurrect).  In this situation teller bids 4N, irrespective of his holdings in any specific 
suit.  Asker now bids the suit he is looking to play in.  With a weak holding in that suit teller bids 
5N; with a good holding he raises to slam or, with even more extra strength, Qs.  

When does 4♦ ask for good suits? 
Only when it is not a relay (so never after teller bids 4♣). 
Only after shape is known. 
Only if DCB has not commenced.   

4♦ has priority over a Kontrol ask so, if teller resolves shape at 3♠ or 3N then 4♣ asks for SP 
and 4♦ asks for suit quality (and extras, as strength is unknown). 

Corollary: when 4♦ is available to ask for suit quality after teller has shown SP then quantitative 
notrump hands go that way as well (so teller should bypass 4N only with good H and S and at 
least two Js, and a direct bid of 4N is vanilla Blackwood.  

Continuations: if teller denies in one suit but then accepts asker’s INV he continues denial-style 
in all suits. 
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19 Non-relay Slam Bidding 

4N 
In non-relay auctions we play RKC Blackwood (1430): 

 when it’s a jump and neither partner has bid notrump 

 after splinters 

 when a suit has been supported, even after cue bidding (but not by a limited hand when 4N 
is t/o, showing M>=m when 5m would be canapé) 

After a 5m response step (unless trumps) asks for trump queen (step denies, otherwise cue a 
king).   

 4N then 5N promises all KCs and asks responder to cue a king 

 4N-5N = even KCs + void, 6x = odd + void. 

If the opponents interfere over RKC we follow our usual relay interference rules (P = first step; 
X = second step) unless they bid five of our suit or higher, when X = even (including 0) and P = 
odd (so D0P1 and DEPO). 

5N 
5N is “pick a slam” in most competitive auctions or if it is reasonable.  Otherwise it is GSF: teller 
bids step = min, so the higher teller bids at the 6-level, the more teller has, space permitting.  7♣ 
shows max holding in context (so SOL if you have previously shown a good suit). 

Cue bids 
These show first or second-round controls; avoid cueing a shortage in partner’s known long suit. 
No extras required to respond to partner’s cue if it doesn’t raise the level.  Cues that raise the 
level show extras.   

 So, if a minor is agreed and we cue below 4m, a cue in response above 4m shows extras 
(bid 4m otherwise). 

4m 
This is NF if we have looked for 3N and don’t have a stopper.   

4M 
If we have agreed a minor, this is an offer to play rather than a cue if in a previously bid/shown 
suit AND the 4M-bidder could not show tolerance/a good suit at the three level.  For example 

1♣ P 1♠ 2♠ 
3♣ P  4♣ P 
4♥ 

shows Hx in H as O denied three-card support (no support X) and couldn’t show tolerance 
previously. 

1♣ X 1♦ 2♣ 
2♦ P  3♦ P 
4♣ P 4♠ 

is a cuebid as R could previously have shown long, strong S. 
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5M 
In general this asks for good trumps but could show good trumps and nothing to cue or ask for 
control in the opponents’ suit (when it was not possible to make a cheaper F raise). 

Picture Jumps 
In NAT GF auctions a jump to game in an agreed suit is a “picture jump”.  It shows a better than 
minimum hand with good values in the shown suit(s).  It typically denies a control in the unbid 
suit or suits. 

Asking bids 
4M P NS = asking bid in that suit (includes 4♠ over 4♥) 

NAT responses (so 5M = no control; 5N = guarded K; slam = singleton; raise = 1st-round 
control and nothing else to cue; NS = 1st-round control in asked suit and control not previously 
shown in the bid suit) 
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20 Defensive Bidding 

Overcalls  
1♠ overcalls can be light (KQJxx xxx xxx xx) or a four-card suit.  Other one level overcalls show 
a fair hand (xx KQxxx xx Kxxx is min) and are rarely four cards.  Two level overcalls are usually 
six cards and close to an opening bid (except 2♥ over their 1♠ is often a five-card suit; and 2♣ 
over their 1♦ can be five cards or a weaker hand).   

After responder passes:  

new suits Rubens’ advances (see below) 
1N/2N natural 
Jumps fit-showing (4+5+) (good suits if overcall is M, no suit quality requirements if 

overcall is m) 
jump raise  4+card support, 8 losers 
jump cue  same shape as jump raise but extra high cards (7 or fewer losers) 
Double JS (if below game) full fit-showing (4+5+), good suits if overcall is M, no suit quality 

requirements if overcall is a minor 

Rubens’ Advances 
We use these after partner makes a non-jump overcall of 3♣ or lower AND responder passes 
(or doubles).  TFRs start with the cue and end one step below a raise of partner’s suit (i.e. 1N 
and 2N are NAT and constructive).  A TFR to an unbid suit promises 5+cards in that suit.  
Overcaller assumes a NF advance and acts accordingly, accepting the TFR if he would have 
passed.  With a stronger hand advancer bids again NAT: the cheapest bid of overcaller’s suit 
shows about 10-12 HCP and doubleton support, a NS is F and NT is GI. 

When a NS ranks below the cue we play these as F.  Thus the TFR to overcaller’s suit is always a 
cue raise.  For example 

(1♦) 1♠ (P) ? 2♣ is NAT, F 
   2♦ is a TFR to H 
   2♥ is a cue raise  
TFR advances apply even when made by a hand that passed before the opponent opened or over 
the opening bid, i.e. after P (1x) overcall (P) and (1x) P (P) overcall. 

If responder doubles then XX shows values and we continue to TFR from the cue.  Bids in a 
NS are NAT but NF; to force XX. 

If responder bids then we no longer TFR but revert to NS NF (if they bid a NS or make a single 
raise; F if they make a double raise) and a cue raise.  A double is  

 takeout if responder bids a third suit (shows either 5-6 cards in the 4th suit and doubleton 
support for overcaller OR a F in the 4th suit – overcaller assumes the former) 

 takeout if partner has overcalled at the one or two level (non-jump) and responder raises to 
the two level (could be F in either unbid suit; 2N = raise if no cue available below three of 
partner’s suit) 

 a cue raise (usually BALish) if partner has overcalled at the one or two level (non-jump) 
and responder raises to the three level (NS = F1; direct raise shows a shapely hand so 
double with Qxx Axx xxx KJxx after (1♦) 1♠ (3♦) but bid 3♠ with Qxxx xx xx AJxxx.  
When partner overcalls in a minor then the X shows a hand that is looking for 3N, while a 
direct raise denies interest in notrumps, e.g. double with xx Qxxx Axxx KJx after (1♠) 2♦ 
(3♠) but bid 4♦ with xx xx Qxxx AJxxx.). 
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If the auction proceeds  
(1x) 2y [non-jump] (2x) P 
(P) ? 
a 2N-rebid is takeout, following same rules as for 4N in competition (i.e. shows 4H if hearts 
unbid, otherwise 64 with a minor).  In contrast, X suggests 6331 with extra values and shortage in 
their suit. 

Jump overcalls  
(in direct seat) Weak, may be frisky (good 5-card suit) when NV at the two level.  Advancer’s 2N 

asks the overcaller to describe his hand, just as over a weak 2M opening. 
(in balancing seat) good hand: like a 1m opening and 3m rebid in STD (say 14-17 HCP with good 

6+card suit) 

Takeout X   
Over all natural openings below 4N, may be light with 0-1 cards in their suit.   

 Rarely offshape at the one level unless extra strength 
– cue by advancer is forcing to suit agreement 
– A non-jump rebid of a suit by doubler shows a flexible hand with extra strength not 

a single suiter (jump with that) 
– Cue by doubler is forcing to game 
– After (1M) X (2M) advancer’s X is responsive (2N by doubler shows two places to 

play) and 2N shows minors.  This double will typically deny 4 cards in the other 
major. 

– After (1z) X (NS) advancer’s X is penalties 
– After (1z) X (P) 1N, doubler’s NS is NF, cue and jumps are GF 
– After (1z) P (bid) X, (XX [=support]), advancer’s bid shows values; pass with a weak 

hand. 

 Lebensohl in response to our X of their 2M (opening, raise or rebid) when Lebensohl after 
partner doubles their NAT 2M when (a) game is still possible; (b) the hand responding to 
the double has a wide range (at least 7 HCP); and (c) the hand has not previously passed 
when it could have acted KNOWING that doubler had some strength., otherwise 2N in 
response to partner’s X shows two places to play.   
– We play “fast-shows” Lebensohl: non-jump 3-level responses are GI (8-11), a direct 

3N shows a double stopper, 2N then 3N shows a stopper but allows partner to 

remove, 2N then 3 (over 2♥) shows INV values and exactly 4S (jump to 3 
directly with 5), 2N then 4OM is a slam try (a direct jump to 4OM is just to play), a 
direct cue is GF denying exactly 4OM and 2N then a cue is GF with exactly 4OM) 

 Responsive X by advancer shows two places to play.  It denies S when they are bidding H.  
When they are bidding S it could have H (doubler’s 2N shows exactly 4H while 3♥ shows 
five). 

1N overcall    
Good 15-18/12-15 (in 4th) BAL with continuations as over our 1N opening in 3rd/4th 

(Stayman, TFRs, 2♠ range probe, 2N minors, 3m to play) with TFR to their suit showing 
SPL.   

Non-jump 2N overcall    
Good 16-19 BAL (14-17 in 4th when balancing).  Continue as after NAT 2N rebid by 1♣ opener 
(3♣ = puppet, 3R = TFRs, 3♠ = minors) with TFR to their suit showing SPL 

(1♠) P (2♠) 2N = Michaels, 5+H, (4)5+m 
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Jump 2N overcall    
Lower unbid suits, unlimited but not rubbish (i.e. close to a minimum opening bid) 

Cue    
(Normal) Michaels (i.e. cue of their m shows both M; cue of their M shows OM and a minor, at 
least 5-5), unlimited, could be weak if S is one of the suits, otherwise shows at least close to an 
opening bid.   

After partner overcalls 2M showing OM and a minor 

2N = inquiry for minor, GF opposite a good opening bid 
2N+cue = GI+ raise of m 
2N+NS = F1 
3m = pass or correct, not strong enough for 2N 
cue = GF 

Leaping Michaels 
Over their natural 2M (opening, raise, response to 1N) we play that a jump to 4m shows 5+m 
and 5+OM.  This promises a decent opening bid but is NF.  4N in response is Blackwood.  Over 
their ambiguous bid (e.g. 2♦ multi) 4m shows that m and H. 

Jump Cue    
Asks for stopper for 3N, shows (semi)solid suit 

(1x) P (1y) ? 
1N  16-19 BAL (responses in a new suit are natural and NF; in a suit they have shown 4+cards 

in artificial and forcing; in a suit they may only have (two or) three cards in natural and NF) 
2y  natural, good suit, decent hand 
2x  the other two suits, at least 55 

(1x) P (P) ? 
1N  12-15 BAL (continue as though we opened 1N) 
jump 14-17, good 6+card suit 
2N  19-21 BAL, continue as though 1C opener rebid NAT 2N (TFR to their suit is SPL) 
other unchanged but may be a Q lighter 

They open 1N   
Aspro  
X Penalties 

(responder bids 2any):  Advancer’s P NF, other as though we opened 1N in 3rd (X 
takeout, transfers from 2NT) 
(responder makes a forcing P/XX [but not one that promises strength]):  Advancer’s P NF but 
could be values without a long suit or GF, 2x NAT with some values, 3x GI 

2♣ H+ another 
 P weak, 6+C 
 2♦ non-forcing relay, may have 3H BAL or GI 
  P  5+D, <5H, min 
  2♥ 5+H, 4+other 
   2♠ 3+S, <GI, scramble preferring the second suit to H 
   2N GI, BAL(ish) 
   3♣ both minors 
   3♦ weak, 6+D 
  2♠ 5+S 
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  2N  5+C, min (think Lebensohl) 
  3m  5+m, max (think Lebensohl) 

(Rationale: with a max, so that game is possible, the idea is make advancer declarer so 
that the notrump opener has to make the opening lead.) 

 2♥ 4H, 3H with a SPL or 3H preferring to play 2♥ rather than 3m 
 2♠/3m  GI, 6+suit, <3H 
 2N  GF (3m = m, 3♥ = 5+H, 4+S, 3♠ = 5+S, 4+H) 
 3♥ 4+H, GI 
 3♠/4m  4+H, SPL, SI 
2♦ S+m (continuations as after 2♣, except that 2N after a 2♥ relay shows a min with 4S and 

longer C or D – advancer bids 3♣ pass or correct) 
2M  6+cards (2N forcing, NS GI, 6+suit) 
2N  minors or GF two suiter 
3m constructive (~10-14), 6+cards 
 
Vs Stayman and transfers 
(if 1N was strong, includes 16) 
double of Stayman shows clubs.  If responder transfers, double is takeout of their suit, cue is 
Michaels, a delayed double is a weak takeout. 

(if 1N was weak, less than 16) 
double of any ART bid (includes Stayman, and TFRs) shows a penalty double of 1N.  If 
responder transfers, cue is goodish takeout and a delayed double is a weaker takeout. 

They double our two-suited bid (e.g. ASPRO) 
P shows length in the bid suit, other bids are natural and XX is for rescue 

Over artificial openings  
(over Multi 2♦)  
X takeout of spades (further bidding as usual, i.e. Lebensohl, responsive X if responder bids 

spades, penalty X if responder bids hearts or a minor, usually pass if responder passes 2♦ 
without promising 5+D; if responder passes promising 5+D, we treat D as the only bid 
suit) 

2♥ takeout of hearts (further bidding as above) 
2♠ as though they opened a weak 2♥ (further bidding as usual; with long hearts, responder 

passes or bids notrumps) 
2N (15)16-19 BAL (further bidding as though we opened 2N) 
3M good 6+card suit, 15-18 HCP 
4m NF, Leaping Michaels, 5+m and 5+H (advancer’s 4N is Blackwood) 

(if they promise a 4+card suit)  
X is takeout of their promised suit, other as though they opened in the promised suit 

(if they have two or more options, one of which is a weak single-suiter [Myxo etc]) 
We assume they have the weak single-suited option (so X is takeout of that suit), EXCEPT that 
the cheapest bid in the possible weak single-suited option is natural.  So, after 2♦ showing a weak 
two in hearts or a weak black two-suiter or an Acol Two in diamonds or . . . X is takeout of 
hearts but a 2♥ overcall is natural 

(if they open a strong club) 
ASPRO 
X H+ another 
1♦ S+m 
1M NAT (prefer 1M to X/1♦ with 5 decent M unless 55 and willing to bid again) (1N F) 
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1N C+D 
After (1♣ [big]) P (1♦ [neg]) we bid as above except that X shows S + another (could be H; 
second hand’s 1♥ is NF relay), 1N shows H + a minor (2m = pass-or-correct/) and 2N = 
minors. 

(other openings where no suit is promised)  
X shows values, subsequent X by either partner is takeout (until we have doubled a suit for 
takeout when usual rules apply) 

They Open Weak 2M  
X = takeout, Lebensohl.  Non-jump 3-level responses are GI (8-11), a direct 3N shows a double 

stopper, 2N then 3N shows a stopper but allows partner to remove, 2N then 3 (over 2♥) 

shows INV values and exactly 4S (jump to 3 directly with 5), 2N then 4OM is a slam try (a 
direct jump to 4OM is just to play), a direct cue is GF denying exactly 4OM and 2N then a cue is 
GF with exactly 4OM) 

2N = 15-18 [14-17 in 4th] continue as though we opened 2N (TFR to their suit is SPL) 
Cue = asks for stopper 
3N = 19+BAL or playing tricks, continuations as after 3N over a 3-level preempt 
4m = Leaping Michaels, NF 
4N = both m, usually 65 

They Open Weak 3  
X = takeout.  After non-jump response, cue by doubler is SI in advancer’s suit. 
3N = 17+BAL or playing tricks:  

4♣  enquiry 
   4♦  BAL, 16-20 
      4M  6+, SI NF (Now 4N RKC) 
   4M/5m long (semi)solid suit 
   4N  BAL, extras (21+) 

4R  TFRs, either to play or strong SI (4N rebid RKC) 
4N = C and D (over their 3M) 

They Open 3N Gambling or long m  
X = takeout of D or 15+ BALish 
4♣ = takeout of C 
4♦ = 5+H and 5+S 

They Open Weak 4  
X = takeout  

4N = two-suited, promises H over their 4 
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21 Carding 

Spot cards at Trick 1 v Suits 
3rd from even, low from odd, top of doubleton 

 With a six-card suit lead the third best and then follow with the second-best, if the spot can 
be afforded.  This is consistent with three or six, but not four, making life easier for third 
hand. 

 When leader’s length is known exactly, he can lead high with no honour. 

Spot cards at Trick 1 v NT 
4th from good suits; 2nd from bad suits 

Honours at Trick 1 
We underlead honours (Rusinow), including interior sequences (so lead the ten from KJT), 
except when leader is likely to be short in the suit, i.e.: 

(a)  by a hand that has shown a long suit or denied more than three cards in a suit, e.g. a spade 
lead after opening 1♥ in 1st/2nd, a non-spade lead by a hand that opened 2♠/3♠/4♠ or 
made a weak jump overcall of 2♠/3♠/4♠ (note that leader may not actually be short so, if 
leading a club from KJTxx xx xx QJ9x after opening a NV 2♠, the lead is the Q) 

or 
(b)  in partner’s suit.   

Partner’s suit is defined to be a suit partner has shown length in  
UNLESS  
leader bid the suit showing 4+cards 
AND  
partner has not promised 5+cards in the suit.   

Thus 
1♥ 2N P  3♣  
X P 4♠ // 
Clubs is 2N bidder’s suit as he promised 5+cards 

1♣ X 1N 2♥ 
3N // 
Hearts is advancer’s suit as doubler didn’t promise 5+cards and responder bid the suit first; 
spades and diamonds are doubler’s suits. 

1♣ X 4♣ X 
P 4♥ 5♣ X 
// 
Hearts (because he bid them), diamonds and spades (because he showed them) are all doubler’s 
suits 

At Trick 2 or later 
We revert to standardish methods, i.e. overlead honours, the highest that you can afford (to deny 
an honour) and 4ths (from an honour or when partner needs to know count) from long suits.  
With three small we lead top not MUD (to deny an honour). 

Our only variation is 9s and 10s show 0 or 2 higher honours.  
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Signals 
Unless it is obvious to both partners that something else is required or one of the exceptions 
below applies then we signal 

(1) reverse attitude if the position of honours is (a) relevant, (b) unknown and (c) third hand 
knows it would remain unknown after trick 1 (e.g. if you know as third hand that declarer 
has a stiff A then you don’t signal attitude) 

Otherwise we signal  
(2) reverse count if that is unknown and relevant. 
Otherwise we signal  
(3) suit preference.   

Exceptions: 
1. reverse Smith Peters versus notrumps when the attitude to the opening lead is unclear AND 

declarer wins trick 1 AND declarer is not leading a now entryless dummy’s long suit (so not 
needed by third hand if he gave an attitude signal at trick 1); 

2. against 5+level contracts, we revert to count on the lead of the K, Q or J (but not the A 
when leader will often need to know if 3rd has the K);  

3. when dummy has a singleton we signal suit preference rather than attitude when forcing 
dummy is not a sensible defence (usually when they are in a known 9+card fit); and 

4. when dummy has no finessable card we use Scanian signals (i.e. revert to NAT attitude when 
3rd has not shown length or strength in the suit, or when leader is known to be weak and 
short in the suit, i.e. to have fewer than four cards).NOT IN USE AT PRESENT 

When we split honours on declarer’s lead we play the same card we would on partner’s lead (so 
lower/lowest of touching honours) 

Discards 
If our first discard is in a suit that has not previously been played it is reverse attitude.  If it is in a 
suit that has been played previously then it is just a continuation of whatever lead or signal that 
was being given (with suit preference overtones). 
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22 Examples 

When to make a NAT break rather than relaying 
xx  AKQJxx 
AQx  Kx 
KQxxxx Ax 
xx  xxx 

2♦  2♥ 
2N  3♣ 
3♦  ? 

O is known to be 2-2-6-3 or 2-3-6-2.  R could relay with 3♥ but, whatever the response, his next 
relay will be 4♣.  (Note that this is because we’re up one step.  If we’re not up any steps then R 
will get min/max information by 3N or be able to relay for strength below 3N.)  If O is dead min 
(6SP) R can sign off in 4♠ but what if he shows 7SP (with 4♥)?  Now R is forced to play 5♠.  
Asking for strength with 4♦ instead of SP is an alternative but it won’t work here as R has solid 
S.   

Anticipating this problem, R should bid 3♠ instead of relaying.  O treats this as offering a choice 
of contracts so can suggest 3N with H and C stoppers.  Without both suits stopped, or with a 
suit-oriented hand, O should cue with better than min strength (8+SP).  Note that O doesn’t 
need a trump honour to cue: if R needed such a holding he would (might?) have asked for shape 
then bid 4♦. 

 


